
Test Review- Trends, Isotopes, Radiation.....

Simplified Atomic Model

1. Which of the following diagrams correctly represents the simplified atomic model of the
beryllium (Be) atom?
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2. Choose the correct answer to complete the following sentence. In all neutral atoms there

,-* 8ro alwaYs...

Q)l as many protons as electrons. C) as many electrons as neutrons.
B) as many protons as neutrons. D) more neutrons than protons.

Trends

l. Give the definition and show the trend arows for the followin

2. Which of the l-ollowing statements is true f"6.i") reactivity?
A) As you go down u grorp or lamily the reactivffite decreai"r. ;(
B) As you go across a period from group 1 to group 3, the reactivity rate increases.
C) As you go across a period from group 1 to group 3, there is no change to the reactivity

,4 rate.

a D) As you go down a family or group the reactivity rate increases.
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3. Which statements ab"out periodic trends are correct?

L Sullur is smaller'lhan chlorine. but bigger than oxygen,
O; Sodium has a higher electronegativity than poturriu-,%ut weaker than lithium. 

v

) Bromine has a greater electronegativity{han kryptbn, but a wealGr one. than iodine.

1'4- Magnesium has a greater rdactivity than beryllium than, but weaker tlian calcium.t5- 
Neon has the greatest ionization energy because it has the fewest orbits and highest
number of valence electrons. A

t4t-.
,,
lYlil

A) land 3

4. Which of the
largest)?

B)2and3 A2 and 4 D) 2,4 and 5

following conectly lists the five atoms in increasing size (smallest to

C) F ---+ O --- S ---+ Ba a Ug
D) F-+ S ---+ Ba? Mg--- O

t-

{) O5F*S*Mg----Ba
e,F-O-S--lVIg*Ba v

5. The following graph shows the ionization energies of certain elements as a function of
their atomic numbers.

{ccording to this graph, which of the following statements is TRUE?
qrA), Ionization rates increase as you go across a period because the number of valence
\-7',

electrons lncreases. t

B) Ionization rates increase as you go across a period because the number of valence
electrons decreases. t'

C) Ionization rates increase as you go across a period because the number of orbits
increases. V

D) Ionization rates increase as you go across a period because the number of orbits
decreases. .tr

.6.. Which of the following statements are true for the atomic radius within the same period? it,i.[5\4oving 
from left to right across a given period, there is an increase in the number of <- l- -*' - electroni. protofrs and neiltrons. and lhus the atomic radius increases. 4 -.1,

f ll)y'he atomic radius decreases with the increasing atomic number acrossa given period. v" v
H ffr. atomic radius is independent from the type of atom within a given period. (

a Ua) Moving from left to right across a given period, there is an increase in the number of\'-' 
protons and electrons. Therefore the electric forces between nucleus and shell increases,
thus reducing the atomic size. V

A) I and III B) I, II and IV C) II and III G),, and IV
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7 - The graph below shows the electronegativity index of some elements of the periodic
table.

Which of the following statement is true?

--4,) 
The electronegativity index steadily increases within the same family.

(s"rltt" electronegativity index steadily increases, then drops to 0 within the same period. v/
C) The electronegativity index remains constant within the same family period as one goes

from left to right on the periodic table. r
D) The electronegativity index steadily decreases within the same period. x"

8. The properties of the elements in the periodic table vary from one element to another as
you go down a group. Four of these variations are

N3. Electronegativity
4. Ionization t

"f;.t"*r"

,-. .Which of these variations will increase as you go down group 1?

{A),land2 B)iand3 C)2and4 D)3and4

s. why does ionization #d;:;;+Jr':Xffi,rX,.'i;'fi?h",r'l,rlrr. periodic table? l, ",
,A. The electrons are farther from the nucleus making them more difficult to remove.
(llThe electrons are farther from the nucleus making them easier to remove. v
C. The electrons are closer to the nucleus making them more difficult to remove.
D. The electrons are closer to the nucleus making them easier to remove.

10. Chlorine is much more apt to exist as a negative ion than is sodium. This is because
A) chlorine is bigger than sodium.
p) chlorine has a greater ionization energy than sodium.

lQlchlorine has a greater electronegativity than sodium. ./
D) chlorine is a gas and sodium is a solid.

v l. Atomic radius :j,"
u' 2. Chemical activity 6

1 1. Electronegativity
top to bottom within a group.

A) decreases, increases
B) increases, increases

from left to right within a period and

//- \,

pincreases. decreases
D) stays the same. increases

J from
-1

tr,

12.Ionization energies of the elements f as you go from
the periodic table, and 't as you gofrom the bottom to

left to right across a period of .\
the top of a group in the table. -i'

ft)increase, increase
B) increase, decrease

C) decrease, increase
D) decrease, decrease

-1



13. The histogram below shows the distribution of the melting points of elements within the
first four periods of the periodic table.

M elting Point in Relation to A tom ic N um ber
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What pattern can be observed for the melting points?
A) The melting points increase among the alkali metals. & r{*r i-'*i r'.'; "' t
B) The melting points increase among the alkaline eanh metals.e A

1C) The melting points increase among the halogens. g: /
TI) The melting points increase among the metals across period 4. q

14. The graph below represents the melting points of elements I to 54.

4tsmia Nutnmf

Which statement best describes the periodicity of melting point for the first 54 elements of the
periodic table?

.A) The melting point decreases within a period.
B) The melting point increases within a period.

-C) The melting point decreases then increases within a period.

(gtfn. melting point increases, then decreases within a period.
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15. which trends are true moving down group 1 of the periodic table?
A) Electronegativity and atomic radius increases.2<,
BJ Ionization and electronegativity increases. ;r(QAtomic radius and reactiiity increases. u,
D) Reactivity and ionization increases. 

O

Ite . d:ts.",'hl'; 7, t"r .

jf{'
i-q-r;-, r t-{)

,j,

_Q) increases. increases. increases

f D) decreases. increases" increases

Isotopes and Radiation

1' An oxygen atom has 8 protons, 8 neutrons and 8 electrons. Which of the following describes
an isotope of an oxygen atom?
A) It has 8 protbns,I neutrons and 10 eleclrons. at . $- .= ?r

iBi,,i',}1'-ri.:ifin:?f#:T?##J":::fi"# 
,lr:ir q:+:; L -'i "{ u*i ,- { , "'-+i:: ',1

)nf rt has l0 protons, 10 neutrons and 8 electrons Li-" I *

2. The element hydrogen has three isotopes , 'r. ', urrd 
3H.

' I I 1-
Which of the following statements is false ? ..

A) The three atoms have the same number of protons. #'
B) The three atoms have the same number of erectronr. 'nd.,

{!), ,f',. three atoms have the same numb., of n.rlrorr. ,l-
D; fne three atoms have the same chemical properties. ,="

y''r t'")
3. In the Periodic Table, what is the relationship between the atomic rir"tof anelement and its

.,atomic number. Z ?

i" A) In ueneral, the atomic mass of an element decreases as the atomic number, Z, increases.

t{ i, LP I" general, the atomic mass of an element increases as the atomic number, Z, increases.I C) In general, there is no relationship between the atomic mass of an element and the atomic
number- Z.

D) In general, the atomic mass of an element increases by the same amount as the atomic
ntmber, Z.

4. Shown below are isotopes of unknown elements. ., * rr

l\L ' .A.lv
lr {-. Fi,.L- i r

A) decreases, decreases, increases
B) increases, increases. decreases

16. In general, as you go across a period in the periodic table from left to right: (1) the
atomic radius i - ; (2) the electronegativity t ; and (3) the first
ionization energy t
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which diagrams. illqstrated above. represent isotop.es of the same element?
A) 1 and 2 (B) 1 and 3 C) 2 and,4 D) 3 and 4
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5. How many neutrons will phosphorus 30, 31 and 32 possess?

6. A neutral atom of Cl-31T;** --==\-
A) 37 protons, 37 neutrons, and 37 electronr ----,
D 17 protons.3T neutrons, and 17 eleclrons

Gl-\tl protd(s, 20 n€(trons, and 17 el#trons
))[ t7 protons, 17 neutrons, and 17 protons

tulrtrr;c

fu *,'4

Number
of neutrons
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az** ,s + ?

for each ofthe three different isotopes of
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7. Using this
oxygen, O.

I
,l

graph, determine the mass

lf

number

\

1234567 9 Number
of protons

8. The following statements describe characteristics of alpha, beta, or gamma,rays.
1.They are attracted by the negative plate of an electric field. ;(
2.They are attracted by the positive plate of an electric field. A
3.They are associated with electrons. d
4.They are associated with protons. ,A

5.They are the weakest ray. rx
6.They are not affected by a negative or positive plate of an electric field. T

Which of the characteristics above are associated with beta rays?
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Nitrogen isotopes arg rised to study the intake of nitrogen in plants and thE rn-ffiffism of 
*' " - ' 

i"
proteins in the hUrrian body. Which two of the simplified atomic models below represent
isotopes of nitrdgen? 
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A) Models 1and2

Half Life

C) Models 2 and 3 D) Models 3 and 4
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1. Calculate the time it would take to have less than 4.0 g of tellurium if its half-life is 7
days and you begin with 25.0 g.

,l I rf{,-*t - -$r'''-.:',-t-:t}
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2. Carbon-14 's half-life takes 5 770 years. A piece of wood,M contains only 20o/o of
carbon-14. What is the approximate age of the piece of wood?
.1-,at 1 c!*ur.-c*;r t.t*rl

5 i:+c
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3. A radioactive isotope has a half-life of 2 minutes. What can be deduced from this
statement?

1!) After 4 minutes, none of the isotope remains.
(BlAfter 4 miiutes, % of the isotope remains.
t; after I minute" %of the isotope remains.
D) After Yz aminute,Yz of the isotope remains

6:uvtoo.ls 1 and 4
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Ws^? \-:r ' a 1,*j*_,.,,> u./sL, \
d u has a half-life of 5170 years, how many grams 5il4,b g sample would be left after

r\
3 half-lives?
A) 1.0 g C) 0.38 g

Bonding and Polyatomic ions

1. Make a Lewis diasram and si the molec

D) 0.35 g

"f dUz.n-t'LL/L*'

i ,; ,q--e- 't tLa-fL t) 5

5.

6.

Using the half-life listed in number 4, how.many years would it take the 4.0 g sample to
decay to 0.25 g? ( i r/vLc r € t"t(-b "o'b:, \
A) 4 years B) 5 730 years (O|t 080 years D) 17 200 years

A radioactive substance has a half-life of 30 minutes.
What fraction of the atoms will not have decayed after t hour?
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Bervllium sulfide"Be-o' s-'
s-xz

Be"S
Hydrogen fluoride
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2. Give the molecular formula for the following.

3. Name the followins molecules

4. Write all the possible molecular formulas and names of the molecules formed when the

following metals and radicals bond.
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5. The formula aluminum phosphate
PO+?

A) 1- B)2- Qr
-, 6;SGiven that the radical AsO+ has charge of 3- , determine with the help of the periodic table,

Pl\'' ' lt50, the formula of the compoun-d resulting from its combination with magnesium.

'-, X 
. * A) MgAsO- Gi*g:(AsO+)u C) Mg:AsO+ D) Mg(Aso+):

,J- '-r \
l"i ,j .4(\"-'rZ,LSome of the following molecules do not have the proper number of ions showing. Determine

which are wrong and correct them.

Molecule Correction
Li(oH)z ( L, 1.'- (}n
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8. A veterinarian may prescribe magnesium phosphate supplements to combat intestinal issues Firr"-r'y'-13
in pets. Which of the following represent{he chemical formula for magnesium phosphate? i / )
A) Mg:Pz B) MgPO+ ( C)rMe:Go+)z D) Mgz(Po+):

9.
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The law requires that chemical containers which have been refilled be properly identified.
Five container labels are shown in the table below.

t'41 - 
( Pot)z

.^7-
r tl / ./
L - L'r "u,vLt|'-" )-

kr-C'rJ t
Container I Container 2 Container 3 Container 4 Container 5

NaSo+ X X
CUPOq MgSO+ \ BNO:): KzCrzOt

Anewlabtechnicianlabelled2ofthe5abovecontainersincorrectly-W
-!, - 

" 
hetermine which 2 of the 5 containers have an lNCoRRacr label. piq,?r ?L,r ' 'b. 

? ,*d, '

{",-"l.PL, 'u/r' 3xi )
- X .,' A) Container 2 and 3 Q) Container I and 5

'' - 
4, eiion ut,, er 3 and4 ft;;;;r",* t ^"d; 

t'rict .{''1 '$(rur' r),
( .r i Pt'",), \-'t
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10. Determine which bonds are incorrectly written:

NarCOr)r \ .-2
Nr.n' LL),><)t3^

AloH K Mg(OH)2 
/

Al*3 c-,t{'i r*,I*'.'c't{-r'1 x] | t 
I

l{i(*?p;l i'J, ., c" J\,1
1 1. The following molecules are iX Cb-rredily bonded..

KNO: r'
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What"iilHe c6"arse of each radTcal? 
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